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0. Introduction. It is well known (M. Zerner [4]) that holo-
morphic slutions of linear differential equations are holomorphically
continued across non-characteristic surfaces. Y. Tsuno [3] showed
that this is true for quasilinear equations if the derivatives of solu-
tions up to. order m+ 1 are bounded, where m is the order of equation.
T. Ishii [1] has recently constructed solutions (for semilinear equa-
tions) which are singular along non-characteristic surfaces (see also
[2]). So some boundedness conditions are necessary, in general.
There. is, however, a gap in boundedness properties of solutions be-
tween their results.

The aim of this note is to bridge the gap. To do this we show
that for each equation there, is an exponent a less than or equal to
m--1 and that boundedness of order up to a is sufficient for prolonga-
tion.

1. Definitions. Let f2 be. a domain in C containing the origin
and A b.e the set of multi-indices {fl e (Z+) lfll<=m--1}. The variables
in C and C with N=A are. denoted by z=(z, ..., z) and P=(P)e,
respectively. We consider the following quasilinear differential
equation"
( 1 ) i1=, a,(z, (Du))D"u= b(z, (Du)),
where (Du)=(Du)e with D=3/3z and a,(z, p), b(z, p) are holomorphic
functions on 9C.

Let be a real-valued C function on /2 with (0)=0. We put
9_={z e tg: (z)<0} and 3f2_={z e 2: (z)=0}.

We ask whether u is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin
if u is holomorphic in/2_ and satisfies (1).

We assume that 3/2_ is non-characteristic at the origin, that is,

0=gradz (0) =/= 0,
(A)

_
a(z, p)() =/= 0 or (z, 1o) e 9 C.

Under the condition (A) we may assume that 0=(1, 0, ..., 0) and can
rewrite (1) as
,( 2 ) Du=II=. a(z. (Du))Du+b(z. (Du)).

a=(m,0,...,0)
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where a(z, p), b(z, p) are holomorphic on 9C (different 2rom those
in (1)). We expand a(z, p), b(z, p) with respect to p"

( 3 a(z, p)--,, a.,(z)p", b(z, p)-- ,, b,(z)p",
where p=(/)ee(Z/) is a multi-index and a.,(z), b,(z) are holo-
morphic in tO. We put

{b}={, e (Z/)" 1,12, p>=, s.t. b,(z)ve0},
where 1/l=,e/. If {a} (resp. and {b}) is empty, (2) is semilinear
(resp. linear).

For the equation (2) we define exponents aa and aDefinition.
as follows"

as=sup (’’ [AI}, if {a}=/=,
(5)

a=sup (’’ lAl}-m if {b}=/=,
I.]-1

and if {a} (resp. {b}) is empty, we put z=- (resp. =--), where

Note that since

0_ (E’IAI} _m--1 and --m_ <’lAI}-m <m--1
I1 1.1-1

we have a=--c or O=a=m--1 and a=-c or --mam--1.
Definition. For am--1 we say that u e (9_) is bounded of

order a (resp. a+o) in 9_ if u satisfies (6) and (7) (resp. (6) and (8))"
(6) supe_Du(z)]M, ]fl]a, with M>O.
( 7 ) sups, IDu(-,z’)]gO(-), <[]m-1,

(-,z,)_

as tends to 0.
(8) supz,

(-,z’)9-
IDu(--s, z’)l--<_o(e-ll), a<lfl]gm--1,

as tends to 0.

2. Results. Our main result is
Theorem. We assume (A) to hold. Let aa and a be the ex-

ponents defined by (5). Let u be holomorphic in )_ and satisfy (2).
In addition we assume that one of (B.1)-(B.4) holds:

u is bounded of order m-1 if max (a, a)=m-1.
u is bounded of order a for some a, aam--1 if a=a

(B.)
(B.2)

m--1.
(B.3)
(B.4)

u is bounded of order
u is arbitrary if a=a=- c.

Then u is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin.
Remark. In any case the assertion is true if u is bounded of

order m-- 1.
Remark. T. Ishii [1] has constructed solutions which are singular

along non-characteristic surfaces and bounded o order a for semi-
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linear equations whose nonlinear term is polynomial in p.
Example. The exponents o the equation

( 9 ) 3u/z=exp (--u/z) in C
are a=--oo and a=l (=m--l, m=2). Therefore, if u is bounded
of order 1, then u is holomorphically continuable. On the other hand
(9) has a solution u(z)=z log z-z, which is bounded of order 1--z
for any e0 in 9_ =[z Rez0} and not continuable across 39_ at the
origin.

Let us put =[a e (Z+)" [a]m}. We next consider the following
general nonlinear equation of order m"
(10) F(z, (D"u)) 0,
where (D"u)=(D"u).e and F(z, ) is a holomorphic unction on 9 C
with $=(p.).e] and =]. Suppose that 9_ is non-characteristic
with respect to (10), that is,

(A’) 3F (z, )()0 or (z, $) e 9 C.
Differentiating (10) with respect to =z, we obtain a quasilinear
equation of order m+ 1"

3F (z, (Du)) -oDD u+ 3F(11)
Op = =tz’ (Du))=O’

or which 9_ is non-characteristic. Therefore applying Theorem to
(11), we have

Corollary. If a holomorphic solution,u of (10) in

_
is bounded

of order m, then u is holomorphic in a neighborho.od of the origin of
C
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